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A powerful, step-by-step manual for living joyfully with the help of the angels and Archangels•

Offers simple and practical exercises to connect with 15 Archangels, access angelic help and

healing, and manage your energy levels and higher vibration in a chaotic and demanding

world• Explains when each Archangel becomes active, notes their color and associated

crystal, and offers a visualization to connect with each angel• Shows how to safely open the

channel to communicate with the angelic realm and how to co-create with the angelsAngels

come to us in many ways: through the lyrics of a song we hear, a timely hand on the shoulder,

or a book we happen upon. Angels come to our aid to help us feel safe and help our hearts

open wide, so our light and our love shine through.After a powerful visit from an angel helped

her transform her fast-paced, chaotic, and addiction-filled Manhattan banker lifestyle, author

Kathryn Hudson decided to pay it forward and help others discover that each of us is

surrounded by angels to help us. In this book, she shows how to safely open the channel to

communicate with the angelic realm in order to access the help the angels are so willing to

provide. She offers simple and practical exercises for connecting with 15 Archangels and

shows how each of these Archangels brings specific Divine qualities to assist and support you.

She explains when each Archangel becomes active, notes a color and a crystal associated

with them, and offers a unique visualization exercise to connect with the essence of the

individual angel, inviting this quality into your life. Each angel also provides a powerful

message about this turning point in human evolution.Exploring inner child work, chakra

practices, and exercises for purification and harmonization of relationships, Kathryn reveals the

importance of releasing the weight of the past in order to open up to angelic guidance about

the future. Working with angelic healing, she shows how to handle our energy levels in a

chaotic and draining world and maintain a higher vibration. Taking you from simple questions

and requests to direct experience and actual co-creation with the angelic realm, this guide

reveals how to team up with our friends in high places to open your heart and live out your

highest and best version of yourself in this life.

“Kathryn Hudson has a beautiful gift for sharing angelic wisdom. In Inviting Angels into Your

Life, she combines practical, down-to-earth tools with uplifting rituals, processes, and evidential

stories to help you embrace your special connection to these divine messengers. A lovely book

that brings some much-needed reassurance from the higher realms at this time.” (Alexandra

Wenman, angel communicator, spiritual alchemist, healer, and author of Archangel Fire

Orac)“Kathryn Hudson’s book, Inviting Angels into Your Life, is a wonderful read. She not only

describes very clearly what Angels are but also how to integrate the Angelic teachings into our

daily life. Kathryn is an amazing teacher, and I have seen her at work many times. For me she

is a living Angel among us, sharing her teachings with love and compassion. I highly

recommend her book to those who want to delve deeply into the realm of Angels and let their

inner Angel shine forth.” (Frans Stiene, co-founder of the International House of Reiki and

author of The Inner Heart of Reiki)“At a time when we need Angels the most, Inviting Angels

into Your Life is a bolstering and enjoyable resource and step-by-step manual for those of us

who want to be more connected to--and, above all, aided by--Angels. Her fresh, intimate style

brings us right into her connection with the Angelic world and invites us to feel at home there.

The exercises are surprising in their power and simplicity--with an element of discovery and



fun! As a veteran of Angelic connection, I am pleased to highly recommend working with

Kathryn through this book and beyond.” (Kathy Tyler, co-creator of The Original Angel Cards

and The Transformation Game)“Like an able surfer gliding easily forward on a wave, I flowed

through Inviting Angels into Your Life easily from exercise to exercise on a sort of Angelic wave,

rendering my connection all the more tangible and fluid. Kathryn invites us to step into the

driver’s seat and recognize that our body is the vehicle that brings us into contact most directly

with the Angelic realm and that the Angels (at our invitation) can assist and lift any barriers that

crop up on our path. With this, the book facilitates more light and more joy in our life. What is

unique is that this book recognizes and does not demean our human aspect. Yes, we are light,

but we are also very human, with all of the emotions and experiences that entails. But what a

relief, with the help of this book, to invite Angels in and to appreciate the immediate results of

more ease and more peace on all levels. Often the most difficult step is opening that door to

the Angels, inviting them in. Thanks to Kathryn, this movement is now simple.” (Thomas Phelip,

Angel Therapist and author)"I’ve read a lot of books on angels over the years, but Inviting

Angels into Your Life resonated with me more than most books on this topic. Kathryn describes

what angels are (without being clinical in nature or getting bogged down with the hierarchy of

the angelic realm) and brings them to the reader in ways that we can truly interact with them on

an everyday basis. I highly recommend Inviting Angels Into Your Life for those new to working

with angels as well as those who have been tapping into the angelic realm for a while. I’ve

taken Kathryn’s suggestion to “talk” to my guardian angel during the day, as I would a friend.

Angels as friends! Use this book to invite them in!" (Anne Greco, Musing Mystical)About the

AuthorKathryn Hudson is a certified Angel Therapy and Crystal Healing practitioner and

teacher. Also a Reiki Master teacher, Kathryn writes, speaks, and teaches all over the world on

opening up to the spiritual side of life. She lives in France and in the United States.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.From Chapter 3: Angels and Archangels: A Little

Help Here?The class had gone well, and I smiled as I was getting ready to leave “Attitude

Adjustment,” the house/sacred space on Emerald Isle, North Carolina, where I had been

teaching a Reiki Master Teacher class all day.It had been a special class, with only one

student: Father Everett Thomas, the local parish priest of St. Francis by the Sea parish, a lovely

church with lovely people and an outdoor labyrinth that is well worth visiting if you ever find

yourself in the area.We were finishing early. Father Everett’s lovely wife Phyllis was terminally

ill, and he was hurrying back to her side. In fact, Phyllis, also a Reiki teacher, had insisted that

Father Everett do his Master level training with me at that time, probably the only reason he

was there.The day had gone well, and I was very relaxed, so when I saw that my keys were not

where I thought they should be, I simply called out, “A little help, here?”“Of course,” Father

Everett said kindly. “What can I help you with?”Oops!Before answering him, my head turned

(that is usually how it feels as though my eyesight is being directed, either physically or in my

mind’s eye, to where the lost object lies), and I saw the keys sitting exactly where they should

not have been, where I would never have thought to look: resting on the tank in back of the

toilet in the guest bathroom. Got it! I sent out a grateful thought of Thanks! before turning again

to face the music, trying to decide what to tell the curious elder priest standing in my living

room waiting for an answer.I decided to simply tell him the truth.“Well, thank you, Father, but I

wasn’t asking for your help. I couldn’t find my keys and was asking the Angels for help.” (More

specifically, Archangel Chamuel, the St. Anthony of the Archangels, but I felt no need to divulge

anything further.)This piqued his curiosity, and I found myself explaining as we left that I live

alone and have the habit of speaking out loud to the Angels around me. I had simply forgotten

that he was there, or I would have asked for help silently.The priest was intrigued, as Angels



are often left out of church worship, except at Christmas time. A year later, he came back to

Attitude Adjustment and began to do the work outlined in this book, joining the Angel

workshops I teach on the island.No Job Too Small for AngelsSometimes people ask,

incredulously, how I can ask Angels for help with small things like finding lost keys or parking

spots. They feel that we shouldn’t be “bothering” Angels with such things.Nothing could be

farther from reality!First, Angels are expressions of the Source and as such have no limitations:

nothing is too taxing for them. Furthermore, they yearn to be in connection with us and ease

our journey in support of our life mission.Second, Angels want to serve as a safe haven for us.

With no judgment, they seek to help us to relax and shine. Are we relaxed when we can’t find

our keys? Are we shining when we can’t find a parking spot? Not really! So, when the Angels

assist us in such seemingly small things, they are really lightening the load of stress and

increasing the peace in our lives and on Earth.For us, it is often easier to entrust the small stuff

to the Angels as we begin our relationship building. Then, as we develop the reflex to pass our

burdens over to the Angels (“A little help, here?”), our confidence builds, and we relax.Again,

the judgment around what is big or little is ours alone; to the Angels, both are big, as both are

experiences that allow us to bond with them and remember.Exercise: Seeking with Archangel

Chamuel1. Connect with your breath, and come into a peaceful place of quiet. Decide what it is

you are seeking and how you are going to let Archangel Chamuel (who lives for such

moments!) assist a child of God (you) to find what is important to you at this time.2. Anchor

(ground) yourself, following your ribbon of light into the center of the earth, then open to the

highest good with your intention, tracing your channel of light from the center of the earth

through the body up to the heavens. Return to your heart to set your intention, both as a

human being and on a soul level.3. Sit, feet planted solidly on the ground, shoulder width apart,

shoulders pulled back so that your spinal column is straight. Allow the arms to relax at your

sides, palms facing forward in a position of energetic openness. Breathe in the presence of

Angels and Archangels all around you. Breathe out anything that blocks your opening to them.

Allow yourself to fill with Light and peace, with a sense of the Love that is there for you; to feel,

perhaps, the Joy that your presence brings into this space. Take three or four deep breaths at

least before continuing.4. With your eyes closed, imagine that Archangel Chamuel stands

before you and awaits your accord before He undertakes to assist you in finding what it is you

are seeking.5. Breathe in again. Imagine, or simply think about, what it is you are seeking. If it

is a thing, remember what it looks like, how it feels, but most of all, imagine how you will feel to

find it. What Joy! Peace! Excitement! How wonderful to have assistance in finding what we

most need. If you are seeking something less tangible, like the right job or relationship, imagine

how you will feel to find it, then leave the details to Chamuel and the Angels. . . . --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Carolyn, “Tons of Heavenly Wisdom in this “Down to Earth” Book!. Tons of Wisdom in this

book!! Spiritual, Practical, Comforting..You will never feel Alone Again!!”

Monique Chapman, “Angels will make your life easier find out how. Hudson has written an

excellent reference book about the 15 archangels that can assist you with everyday life. She

delves into the color and crystals that are associated with the angels. Moreover, she talks

about how to invoke their assistance. You can recover from addictions, release patterns that

are not working for you, and take control of your life with angelic help. Listen to my podcast

with her on Get Over It! Podcast.”

Dudette, “Nice book, not finished it yet, arrived on time. It's a book, so far nice read”

The book by Kathryn Hudson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 36 people have provided feedback.
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